Erratum of article

Page 1, address #1, line 2: “Ciudad Universitaria, Horco Molle (4107)” instead of “M. Lillo 205 (4000)”;

Page 1, second paragraph, last line: “Peru” instead of “PerU”;

Page 2, first column, line 5: “…on the second abdominal…” instead of “…on the first abdominal…”;

Page 2, first column, line 7: “…the third abdominal…” instead of “…the second abdominal…”;

Page 2, second column, line 28: “…1638 m” instead of “…638 m”;

Page 4, second column, line 10 (last line): “…with three to four marginal…” instead of “…with four marginal…”;

Page 5, first column, line 28: “…and Valle del Cauca, from 750 to 1648 asl.” instead of “…and North of Valle del Cauca, from 750 to 1648 masl.”;

Page 7, “…organic material, sandy and stony…” instead of “…organic material, but sandy and stony…”;

Page 10, Acknowledgments, line 15: “…Programa Colombia, and Mc Arthur Foundation, material…” instead of “…Programa Colombia, material…”;

Page 10, Acknowledgments, line 17: “…cofinanced by these institutions.” instead of “…cofinanced by this institution.”.